ON INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS WITH
POSITIVE KERNEL1
EMILIO GAGLIARDO

1. Let X, Y be two totally cr-finite measure spaces and let Px, Ft be
the classes of measurable functions defined, and finite a.e., in X, Y,
respectively.
Let K(x, y) ^0 be a measurable non-negative function on XX Y.
Let us denote by T, T* the transformations:

(Tu)(y) = I K(x,y)u(x)dx,

(T*v)(x) = I K(x, y)v(y)dy,

J X

J Y

the domain of T being the set of the functions u(x)QFx such that
the first integral exists and is finite for almost all y, and the domain

of T* being analogously defined.
We are interested in the study of necessary and sufficient conditions in order that T restricted to LP(X) be a bounded transformation

of Lp(X) into L"(Y) with bound ¿c0.
Obviously

(1.1)
V
'

such a necessary

and sufficient condition

is given by:

I I K(x,y)u(x)v(y) dxdy ¿ co||m||¿»(X)||»||l«en,
XXY

V« £ Lp(X), Vv £ L°'(Y).
In the present paper we will prove the necessity
sufficient condition:

[l.I] Theorem

(N. Aronszajn2).

Let Kq¿p<

of the following

+ °o, l/p'+l/p

= 1/q' + l/q= 1. A sufficient condition in order that T restricted to
LP(X) be a bounded transformation of LP(X) into Lq(Y) with bound
¿Co is that for every e>0 there exist two measurable functions <p(x),
\p(y), positive and finite a.e., such that:

(T<p)(y)û(co+e)(m)q'lq,
_

(TV) (*) ¿ (co + e) (<b(x))p'pr,
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[June

no other condition for p = q,

(L3)

r r

I I K(x, y)<t>(x)\j/(y)
dxdy ^ Co+ e

for p ¥■q.

xx y

In §3 we will prove the following:

[l.II] Theorem. Let 1 <p< + <», l<g<+

».

.4 necessary condition in order that T restricted to LP(X) be a bounded
transformation of LV(X) into L"(Y) with bound ^c0 is given by (1.2)
with <p,\p, positive and finite a.e., satisfying:

(1.4)

IMU'cné 1,

This theorem

[l.IIl]

|MU«>)Ú 1.

in the case p = q = 2 is due to S. Karlin

Corollary.

[4].

Obviously (1.2)—(1.3)is weaker than (1.2)—(1.4),

and, consequently, for qúp both (1.2)—(1.3) and (1.2)-(1.4),
equivalent? are necessary and sufficient.

a posteriori

[l.IV] Remark. For q>p, as we will show by an example, even the
stronger condition (1.2)—(1.4) is in general not sufficient.

[l.V] Remark. For e = 0 Theorem [l.II] does not hold.
[l.VI] Remarks. For q = 1, p finite or not, a necessary and sufficient
condition is: ||/y2?(x, y) dy\\ l"\x) ÛCo- For p = + oo, q finite or not, a
necessary and sufficient condition is: ||/x2£(x, y) ¿x||¿5(y) ^Co.

2. Proof of Theorem [l.l].
Case p9^q. Given u G LP(X), v E Lq'(Y), we note that:

Jl
XJ Y

K(x,y)u(x)v(y)
dxdy

\n

¿Up

^i/H/y/i-i/p^/î-i/j/îi/pI—

Al/3'

«2T1'«' -—
pip'

|J x J Y

^i/d

v dxdy
'

1/4-1/P

( f Jk(x, y)4>(x)Hy)
dxdy^j
^

■a/.
y

V-3"

\l/p

/

^ (Co + e)||«||z,!,(X)||»||i«'(y).

3 In the following meaning: functions <t>,$ satisfying (1.2), (1.4) satisfy also (1.3),
and conversely if there exist <j>,-p satisfying (1.2), (1.3) then there exist also <p,^(may

be different) satisfying (1.2), (1.4).
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Case p = q. Since 1/q—1/^ = 0 the proof here given does not require
the boundedness of the integral in (1.3).

3. Proof of Theorem [l.Il].
[3.1] Lemma. Let B be a Banach space and P a convex cone in B.
By calling this cone "positive," B will be taken as an ordered Banach
space. Let us suppose for B and P that every bounded increasing sequence in P converges, more precisely:

(3.1) \u„] Q P, Un+i - unQ P, ||«»|| ¿M

< + =° => m„—>m £ P.

Let S be a (not necessarily linear) transformation

defined in P such

that

S(P) Q P,
5 is nondecreasing:

u, v, v — u £ P =* Sv — Su £ P,

S is continuous*

\\u\\ ¿ 1=>||S«|| ¿ 1.
Then for every a>0

there is uQP

(3.3)
Proof

such that:

a-M.-s.ei>,
of lemma.

sider the sequence

||w|| ¿1,

U9¿0.

Choose pQP,

p^O,

\\p\\¿<r/(l+<r)

and con-

{un\ QP defined as follows:

1
Ul = p,

U„ = p -\-SUn-l.

1+cr

Obviously by induction,
|| «n|| á 1,

«n+l — UnQ

P.

So by (3.1), and since 5 is continuous:

un—*uQP,

i ii

\\u\\ ¿ 1,

1

u = p -\-5«.
l+o-

Hence also:
« 5¿ 0,

(1 + <i)u - Su = (1 + a)p £ P.

The necessity of (1.2), (1.4) follows from Lemma [3.1] by taking
B = Lp(X), m£Pom(x)^0
a.e.,
* In the strong topology, or, more generally, relative to any topology for which
(3.1) holds, and the norm is lower semicontinuous.
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/l

5(„, = (-r.(,,

/

1

/

+ —r(«.

1

+ —«))

\\«/«'\p'/p

)

,

where
t'o(y) > 0 a.e.,

||»o||l« á
Co + e

u0(x) > 0 a.e.,

||«o||f

è

1 +a

and er is such that
Co(l + a)2plp' Û Co + 6.

For, in the present

/ 1

case, (3.3) becomes

/

1

/

1

\\«/<r\p'/j>

|«|U»(X)á i,
and by putting
/
<t>= «o +

1

\"'1'

* = ( »o +-—

M,

1 +<r

\

CO +

7>
«

/

we note that:

T<p= (c„ + «)(*«'" - Po) S (co + e)lK",
rV
il ii

á Co((l + <r)»)«"»' = Co(l + (r)2l"p'(0 - UoYh''-£ (co + e)*p/p',
"■

!

1 + er

1 + o-

II^IU'íX)á-—-h-——=

1,

(/.è «o> 0 a.e.,

IMU'V,á f—T- + -T-)5 " = x> * = w/4' > ° a-e\C0 + €

Co+ tl

4. Proof of Remark

p = 2,

(p' = 2),

[l.IV].

9 = 4,

Consider the following example:

(?' = $),

1

—

2í(x, y) = ■ y
,0

X=(0,

y

+00),

for — < x < y,

2
elsewhere,
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(x + 1)'/4

^ = ~n
V2 -<~n^
(y + 1)3/4

(o< y < i).

To prove the first inequality in (1.2) (with some suitable c0 + e)
it is enough to note that (T<p)(y) is bounded, and \p(y) has a positive
infimum, and to prove the second inequality it is enough to note that

(T*i¡/)(x) is bounded, and is =0 for xS:l.
Conditions (1.4) are immediately verified.
Finally, to prove that T is not, however, a bounded transformation
of i2(0, + ») into i4(0, 1) it is enough to consider the function:

1
„1/4

/(*) =

0

for 0 < x < 1,
elsewhere,

which belongs to L2(0, + »), while (Tf)(y)£i4(0,

1).

5. Proof of Remark [l.V]. Let us take p = q = p' = q' = 2, X= Y
= x-axis,

K(x,y) = K(y,x)=

(1

for \ x — y \ ¿ \,

10

elsewhere,

\

'

7I

We will prove that there are no non-negative

., ,,

<o= |M| = L

0, \p, d)(x)^0^\¡/(x),

such that <pQL2(X), Td>¿\p, T^¿4>.
Let us suppose
we have

u(x) ^ 0,

that

such <p, \¡/ exist.

u(x) ?à 0,

Putting

Tu ¿u,

u(x) =<f>(x)+\j/(x),

Tu ¿ T<¡>
+ <bQ L2.

First case. Let us suppose Tu = u a.e. This case can be easily excluded (for instance by taking Fourier transforms of both sides.)
Second case. Tu<u on a set of positive measure. Then we can

choose Ci, «i such that:

u(x) dx — j

Tu dx ^ ci > 0

for a è ai.

On the other hand since TuQL2 there is a set / of infinite measure

such that
X-a+l/2
-a-l/2

/»a+1/2
u(x) dx + I
u(x) dx = (Tu)( —a) + (Tu)(a) < Ci
Ja-l/i
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From the definition of T it follows that for every a>0,
/a

/» a

u(x) dx — I
-a

/• —a+1/2

Tu dx :S I

-2-a

/» a+1/2

w(x) ¿x + I

J-a-1/2

«(x) dx,

J a-1/2

and if we take a 2: ai, a: G 2"we have a contradiction.

6. Proof of Remarks [l.VT].
First Remark:

J|

xJy

Sufficiency. Given uELp(X),

K(x, y)u(x)v(y)dxdy is ||ti[|z,"fr) I

vELw(Y)

we have

I K(x, y) \ u(x) \ dxdy

JxJy

I K(x,y)dy , II«II£'<*■)
á ||»IU"<n|
J 'rY
S Co||«||£'(X)||f|U-(r).
Necessity. Since for every uELp(X),

/I

vELK(Y)

we have

2f(x, y)u(x)v(y) dxdy ^ co||«||¿í,(jr)||í'||z,"(T->,
XJ Y

taking z>=l we have

J «(*)( J 2sT(x,
y) dyjdx^ c0\\u\\L"(X),
and since uELp(X)

is still arbitrary:

X

2f(x, y) dy

Second Remark.

Ú CoL"'(X)

The proof is analogous.
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